External Compression Versus Intravascular Injection: A Mechanistic Animal Model of Filler-Induced Tissue Ischemia.
Soft tissue ischemia is a devastating and unpredictable complication following dermal filler injection. Multiple mechanisms to explain this complication have been proposed, including vascular compression, vessel damage, and intraarterial filler emboli. To elucidate the mechanism of injury, the authors introduce a mouse model, imaged with optical microangiography and laser speckle contrast imaging technologies, to demonstrate in vivo microvascular response to soft tissue and intravascular filler injection. To determine the effect of external vascular compression on distal perfusion, the authors attempted to occlude vessels with subcutaneous hyaluronic acid gel (HAG) bolus injections into the pinna of hairless mice. The authors also performed suture ligation of a major vascular bundle. Following these interventions, laser speckle and optical microangiography were performed serially over 1 week follow up. To determine the effect of intravascular HAG injection, the authors devised and validated a novel method of cannulating the mouse external carotid artery for intraarterial access to the pinna vasculature. Using this model, the authors performed intraarterial HAG injections and completed optical microangiography and laser speckle contrast imaging. Despite large HAG bolus injections directly adjacent to vascular bundles, the authors were unable to induce compressive occlusion of the mouse pinna vessels. Vascular occlusion was successfully performed with suture ligation, but optical microangiography and laser speckle contrast imaging confirmed undisturbed distal capillary bed perfusion. With intravascular HAG injection, large segments of pinna showed distinct perfusion reduction along a vascular distribution when compared with preinjection images, most noticeably at the capillary level. The novel mouse pinna model combining intravascular access and in vivo microvascular perfusion imaging has furthered the understanding of the mechanism of filler-induced tissue ischemia. Distal capillary perfusion was maintained despite external vascular compression. Intraarterial HAG filler injection, however, resulted in large areas of capillary nonperfusion and is the most likely etiology for filler-induced tissue necrosis that is observed clinically.